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(Editor’s Note:  NHL clubs will soon begin the free agent 
signing frenzy as the U.S. college season comes to a close.  Here is Red 
Line’s list of the top available free agents, followed in parentheses by 
their class year in college.) 

1.  Danny DeKeyser/LD — Western Mich.   6-3/193.            
07 Mar 90 (Jr.)     This big junior defender is perhaps the most NHL-
ready prospect among the college free agent collection.  He plays a 

2.  Nate Schmidt/LD — Univ. of Minnesota.   6-0/194.          
16 Jul 91 (Jr.)

contact.  Mean, nasty disposition and hits to hurt and intimidate.  

quarterback throughout his careet, making sound decisions in puck 

3.  Greg Carey/LW — St. Lawrence.   5-11/195.   05 Apr 90 
(Jr.) 

off his centre (Flanagan) beautifully and has unspoken communication 

4.  Antoine Laganiere/LC — Yale.   6-4/215.   05 Jul 90 (Sr.) 

the last four years and has great reach and puck protection ability.  

suits, but for such a big guy he needs to be stronger on the puck.  While 

5.  Eric Hartzell/G — Quinnipiac.   6-4/188.   28 May 89 (Sr.)     
Big netminder has been the backbone for #1 ranked Quinnipiac all 

6.  Ryan Walters/LC — Nebraska-Omaha.   6-0/188.           
30 Jul 91 (Jr.)

cracks to get himself to open ice in scoring territory.  Not a dynamic 

7.  Kyle Flanagan/LC — St. Lawrence.   5-9/177.   30 Dec 88 
(Sr.) 

8.  Andrei Sustr/RD — Nebraska-Omaha.   6-8/220.               
29 Nov 90 (Jr.)

on the tape.  Smooth skater despite being so lanky.  Calm and poised 

middle and forces pucks to the perimetre.  Huge behemoth plays a 

9.  Chris McCarthy/RW - Vermont.   6-1/190.   30 Jul 91 (Jr.)     

plays a solid all-around game - fundamentally sound.
10. Jared Coreau/G-L — Northern Michigan.   6-5/200.      

05 Nov 91 (Jr.)     Has taken the huge netminder a long time to 

ton of shots each game due to the lacklustre team in front of him, but 

focus and an ability to steal games.  
11. Drew Leblanc/LC – St. Cloud.   6-0/185.   29 Jun 89 (Sr.) 

a lot of hockey sense.  More of a playmaker than a scorer and he 
makes those around him better.  Has soft hands and exceptional puck-

12. Pat Mullane/RC – Boston Coll.   5-11/190.  31 Jul 90 (Sr.)     

noticed – picking up men in front of the net, making neat little passes 
that spring the transition game, or angling a guy in the corner to help 

13. Eriah Hayes/RW – Minnesota State.   6-4/210.   07 Jul 
88 (Sr.)

and boasts a good, hard shot.  Not elegant on his feet and needs to get 

outside burst.
14. Steven Whitney/RW — Boston Coll.   5-7/162.   18 Feb 91 

(Sr.)     Has done nothing but constantly make plays for four seasons.  
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